Primary Data Center – SOCC move

Progress since last update:
- Moved ~20 systems, including production servers for Carmen, HR / SIS, and Web Hosting
- Move schedule for co-location customers finalized
- Completed co-location moves for Athletics, Economics, Social Work, Web Accessibility, and Office of Research
- OCIO 563 or 84% of VMs
- OCIO 153 or 63% of Physicals
- Isolan NAS & VBlock
- Med Center- 18 servers, 7 EMC storage racks, and 39 VMs (approx. 100 VMs were moved earlier)

What’s Ahead:
- Sunset KRC PBX (MediaTrix)
- Complete fiber installation
- Continue migration of customers including CHRR
- Continue OSUNet KRC move activities

Target Completion:
June 30, 2015

CONTACTS:
- Project Manager: Brady Dodson
- Project Sponsor: Bob Corbin

Risks & Challenges:
- OH-TECH Ohio Link scheduled for > 5/31/15
- OARNet Fiber
- CFAES network
- OSUNet relocation from KRC to SOCC

Funding
Cash Budgeted: $2,300,000

The Ohio State University
Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO)